Iran demands Britain release tanker

A senior foreign ministry official said Britain immediately release an oil tanker "which the Islamic Republic of Iran demanded yesterday that Britain failed to release the tanker." The official added, "The UK move as the tit-for-tat response to Tehran will be forced to take." The British ambassador Rob Macaire described the UK move as "the UK move as the tit-for-tat response to Tehran will be forced to take." He said, "The UK move as the tit-for-tat response to Tehran will be forced to take." Iran has strongly condemned the British move for seizing an oil tanker in the Middle East and demanded its release immediately.

Qatar and Kazakhstan keen to enhance tourism ties

Qatar and Kazakhstan keen to enhance tourism ties as the number of visitors between the two countries continues to increase, with more than 80 other nationalities and residents visiting Qatar. The tourism sector in Qatar has been experiencing a surge in recent years, with the number of foreign tourists reaching new highs. The tourism industry in Qatar is expected to continue growing in the near future as the country prepares to host major events such as the 2022 FIFA World Cup. The government has implemented various measures to promote tourism, including the introduction of online visa facilitation and the expansion of visa-free entry for citizens of more than 80 countries. The country's strategic location, cultural heritage, and natural attractions make it an attractive destination for tourists from around the world. The government is committed to further developing the tourism sector in Qatar, with a focus on sustainability and ensuring a positive experience for visitors. The tourism sector is expected to contribute significantly to the country's economy, providing employment opportunities and generating revenue. The government is also investing in infrastructure and services to support the tourism industry, including the expansion of airport facilities and the development of new tourist attractions. The government has also placed a strong emphasis on ensuring the safety and security of tourists, with strict measures in place to prevent any incidents from occurring. With its diverse attractions, Qatar is expected to continue drawing visitors from around the world, making it a popular destination for tourism.
Amir congratulates presidents of Algeria, Venezuela and C Verde

H e Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani yesterday telephoned the President of the Republic of Algeria, Mr Abdelaziz Bouteflika, on the occasion of Algeria’s Independence Day, the 5th of July 1962, and expressed his congratulations and best wishes to him and the people of Algeria on the occasion.

Ammar congratulates President of Libya on the occasion of the country’s Independence Day

He Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani yesterday telephoned the President of the Libyan People’s Salvation Government, Mr. Abdulhamid Dbeibah, on the occasion of the country’s Independence Day, the 24th of February 1978, and expressed his congratulations and best wishes to him and the people of Libya on the occasion.

HMC, Met dept

PM meets US Congress delegation

Qatar Cancer Society

H umedal Medical Corpora
tion (HMC) yesterday issued a public reminder to clients visiting the Qatar Met department that today’s expected hot and humid conditions will not prevent them from being exposed to dust. The Met department has advised people to stay safe from dust.
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QCS raises awareness on surviving cancer

Q uatar Cancer Society (QCS) launched a campaign today to raise awareness on surviving cancer.
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O ne Cancer Society (QCS) launched a campaign today to raise awareness on surviving cancer.

Cancer Society gets support from Sidra Water

The initiative is in line with “Sidra Water’s responsibility programme to promote public health”.
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Al-Qa'amo Programme prepares pupils for successful university experience

T he Foundation Programme (FP) under the aegis of the Scientific Council of Qatar University (QU) yesterday welcomed 43 high school students from Qatar students from the country’s independent schools to the Al-Qa’amo Programme to prepare them for university studies and activities.

Al-Qa’amo Programme is a “first-of-its-kind” student outreach initiative in Qatar. The programme aims to develop not only students’ study skills but also their professional skills, life management skills, and their capacity to develop study skills such as, not only filling up registration acquisition application forms. Around 15 faculty members and civil servants from the Departments of English and Math participated in organisational and administrative support. Staffs mostly targeting students of Medicine and Engineering. The programme is also designed to visit JU, the country’s National University.

The programme strengthens the students’ knowledge in various branches of science and engineering, and helps them with academic skills in mathematics and science. Students from the country’s independent schools were also introduced to the different stages of the programme, as well as going to the universities’ departments and activities.

He also thanked the Minister of Education and Higher Education, the participating schools and pupils for their efforts in reading in the programme.

According to the report, the programme presented a total of 720 students from Qatar’s independent schools with various events and programmes, to help them with education and preparing students for university. The students are the Al-Qa’amo Programme and will benefit of such success.

The students are the Al-Qa’amo Programme and will benefit of such success.

The programme is in addition to other initiatives and other initiatives.
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Iran demands Britain release oil tanker held in Gibraltar

From Page 1

The deal also paves the establishment of a legislative council – on which Iran has a 70% majority – and a draft constitutional amendment outlining a federal system of government. The agreement is only the first stage, Khudr Oman, a senior FVC member, told Reuters later.

The streets of Khatamian, Bahrain’s oldest city, emptied as citizens, chanting “Civilian! Civilian!” burned tires, hurled stones, and paralysed all forms of transport, as they gathered to demand a break in the country’s most powerful state. Algeria’s army, who works at a state firm in the country’s capital of Algiers, said Bouteflika’s system, “said Bouteflika’s system: "We have reason to believe that the Grace 1 was involved in the transfer of refined petroleum products from Iran to Syria in breach of the EU sanctions regime.”

Over 300 Palestinians have been killed, hundreds injured by Israeli forces in the Gaza Strip since the March 30 protests of that month. The weekly protests began for the second consecutive week following a call by the Palestinian leadership.

Conflict between Israel and the Palestinians has been ongoing for more than 50 years, with the latest phase dating back to 2014. Since then, there have been frequent outbreaks of violence, including stabbings, drive-by shootings, and rocket attacks.

The site was substantially improved by the Romans and became a major centre of the region. It is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and invited all delegates “to visit 34 sites, including in Brazil and South Africa.

The ship was detained four kilometres south of the British territory on Spain’s southern tip at the western end of the strait between Morocco and Spain.

The Grace 1 was halted in the early hours of July 4 by British Royal Marines, before in the early hours of July 5 by British Royal Marines, ahead of a deployment of British Royal Marines. Gibraltar’s territory was extended southwards by the Mersa Moqai border, in an area that is currently occupied by Egypt.

For almost eight years, violent clashes between Israelis and Palestinians have been taking place in the area.

Meanwhile, US President Donald Trump has called for a “dramatic” reduction in the number of troops in the region. The US has been reducing its military presence in the Middle East in recent years, but is still maintaining a large military footprint in the region.

Terrorism

The United Nations Security Council previously condemned the attacks and urged all governments to provide full assistance to the authorities.
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**AFRICA**

**Landmark trade accord tops AU summit agenda**

**By Peter Hartley, AFP**

**Johannesburg**

The Johannesburg summit, the 36th African Union (AU) summit of heads of state and government in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, has given the continent a moment of global importance, it is one of the most significant meetings of African leaders in decades.

The summit is expected to be significant from July 27 to 28, with several key issues on the agenda.

The AU announced that the AU Peace and Security Council would discuss the situation in the Western Sahara, the Central African Republic, South Sudan, and Somalia.

The AU also condemned the recent terror attacks in North Africa, including the attack on the Radisson Blu hotel in Bamako, Mali.

The summit is being held to discuss the implementation of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), which aims to create a single market for goods and services across the continent.

The AU summit is taking place as the continent faces several challenges, including conflicts in the Central African Republic and South Sudan, economic challenges, and the spread of COVID-19.

The AU leaders are expected to discuss ways to implement the AfCFTA, which aims to create a single market with a common external tariff and free movement of goods, services, capital, and labor.

The summit is also expected to discuss the situation in the Western Sahara and the Central African Republic, where peace agreements have been reached.

The AU leaders are also expected to address the spread of COVID-19 in Africa, which has resulted in a significant number of deaths and cases.

The AU leaders are also expected to discuss ways to implement the AfCFTA, which aims to create a single market with a common external tariff and free movement of goods, services, capital, and labor.
A strong earthquake shook southern California early on Thursday, with an aftershock so strong that residents reported it felt like a violent tremor. The quake was centered in the Ridgecrest area, which was hit by a 6.4 magnitude tremor on July 4, and was felt in an area stretching from Las Vegas to San Diego.

The Ridgecrest Regional Hospital, where 15 patients were being treated for injuries from the July 4 quake, said it had 36 patients in the hospital, including six with broken bones, four with headaches, and 16 with other injuries.

The hospital said it was prepared to receive additional patients and that it had the necessary resources to provide care.

In the meantime, the town was preparing for the possibility of more earthquakes, with residents urged to stay indoors and secure their homes.

Meanwhile, in the city of Los Angeles, about 150 miles north of Ridgecrest, there was a smaller earthquake with a magnitude of 4.4.

The US Geological Survey said the earthquake was centered 14 miles southwest of Ridgecrest, and that it was the strongest in the region in 25 years.
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**Lanka court defers plans to carry out executions**

The top court on Thursday stayed execution of four convicts who are on death row for drug trafficking.

Five convicts had filed a petition before the Supreme Court seeking an order to hold that execution of prisoners is illegal and that deaths by hanging are a "cruel and degrading punishment," a court official said.

---

**Strategic partnership with Bangladesh conducive to stability in Asia: China**

Strategic partnership with Bangladesh conducive to stability in Asia: China

Bangladesh head teacher arrested over child abuse

---

**Doctor held for ‘sterilising’ women in Lanka was framed: investigators**

A doctor who is allegedly accused of forcibly sterilising women in Lanka was in detention in weeks after he was arrested, despite investiga- tors saying he was framed.

Blame on full face

---

**Antique gifts**

Antique gifts

---

**Bangladeshis face fear of second wave of coronavirus**
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---

**Korean face threat of second wave of coronavirus**

Korean face threat of second wave of coronavirus

---

**Sri Lanka court puts on hold executions of four convicts**

Sri Lanka court puts on hold executions of four convicts who are on death row for drug trafficking.

---

**Chinese President Xi attends meeting with Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina at Diaoyutai State Guesthouse in Beijing yesterday**

Chinese President Xi attends meeting with Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina at Diaoyutai State Guesthouse in Beijing yesterday.
The stepson of former Malaysian prime minister Najib Razak and a high-ranking official of 1MDB, the multi-billion-dollar film investment that has siphoned off huge sums, pleaded not guilty last week to charges of money laundering.

Anti-Japan demonstrators in South Korea have called for a boycott of Japanese goods, following a row over wartime “comfort women”. Japan will tighten control on the export of high-tech materials to South Korea, following South Korea’s decision to ease controls on the import of strategic materials.

North Korea said it would return to the 1953 truce line, but there are no sign of a de-escalation in tensions on the Korean Peninsula.

North Korea has released an Australian journalist, Matthew Adam Schin, who was held captive since January 2018.

A South Korean woman who was injured in a protest demanding the release of a detained journalist in Japan has been released.

Chinese authorities have released a woman who was found guilty of working as a “comfort woman” during World War II.

Calls for a boycott of Japanese goods in South Korea continue, following a row over the wages of “comfort women”. Japan has tightened restrictions on the export of high-tech materials to South Korea, following South Korea’s decision to ease controls on the import of strategic materials.

A new law in South Korea could make it easier for citizens to protest against the government.

The Chinese military has warned that it will “never compromise” on its territorial claims in the South China Sea.

Residents of Hong Kong have continued to protest against the government, following the extradition of a pro-democracy activist to mainland China.

The case of an Indonesian woman who was convicted of evading justice system has long been controversial.

A Bahamian woman who was convicted of sexual assault has appeal of her conviction.

The case of an Australian journalist who was detained in North Korea has been delayed.

Australia has released a woman who was imprisoned for fraud.

The South China Sea is a key waterway for trade, and any developments in the region could have significant implications for the global economy.
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Johnson pledges to make all immigrants learn English

The Conservatives have since confirmed that a decision to delay opening had been taken after “early safety and equipment concerns” emerged.

However, the Scottish government has now confirmed that a decision to delay opening had been taken after “early safety and equipment concerns” emerged.

Children’s hospital opening delayed over safety fears

Conservative Health Secretary, Jeane Freeman, announced last year that the hospital would be delayed due to “early safety and equipment concerns.”

The Scottish government has now confirmed that a decision to delay opening had been taken after “early safety and equipment concerns” emerged.

Children’s hospital opening delayed over safety fears

Conservative Health Secretary, Jeane Freeman, announced last year that the hospital would be delayed due to “early safety and equipment concerns.”

The Scottish government has now confirmed that a decision to delay opening had been taken after “early safety and equipment concerns” emerged.
French lawmakers vote to target online hate speech

Iceland glacier park joins UNESCO heritage sites list

Eight proposed for trafficking of hundreds of Poles into slavery

Sea-Watch captain to sue Salvini for defamation

Migrant rescue ship captain hit with 20-year prison term for saving migrants

Macauядolic toxic Baker, spice spark heat scourge across Germany

People suffer in heatwave across country; 200+ recommended to find cool places

Ireland to make cannabis legal for licence holders

Iceland glacier park joins UNESCO heritage sites list

French President Emmanuel Macron, Nicole Pouchet (extreme right, Marie Vanosful, and UNESCO director-general Audrey Azoulay pose at the UNESCO headquarters in Paris yesterday, during the 42nd Education and Development Ministers’ Summit. France is hosting the rotating presidency of the G7 in 2019.

Migrant rescue ship captain hit with 20-year prison term for saving migrants

European Commission vice President Frans Timmermans, EU commissioner for Justice, Consumers and Gender Equality, and the captain of the Sea-Watch 3, Carola Rackete, after the Italian coast guard arrested her following numerous threats to her life.
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French President Emmanuel Macron, Nicole Pouchet (extreme right, Marie Vanosful, and UNESCO director-general Audrey Azoulay pose at the UNESCO headquarters in Paris yesterday, during the 42nd Education and Development Ministers’ Summit. France is hosting the rotating presidency of the G7 in 2019.
Astaputra said the court was hearing a petition filed by the Government of India against the Mohammedan Personal Law Board (MPLB) regarding the validity of the rules on marriage and maintenance.

SJS

The court also heard the arguments of the Government's lawyer, who submitted that the rules were violative of the Constitution and the MPLB had no power to make them.

Arunava Das, a lawyer representing the MPLB, argued that the rules were made under the authority of the MPLB and were not violative of the Constitution.

The court is likely to announce its verdict in the case soon.

Aditya Pratap Singh

The high court is hearing the case filed by the Government against the MPLB, which has sought the court's intervention to quash the rules.

The court is also hearing the arguments of the Government and the MPLB, who are opposing the petition.

The court is likely to announce its verdict in the case soon.
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**UN hails Caracas as prisoners released**

Venezuela has freed 22 individuals, including Adrián Mariño, who was accused of corruption, under a deal struck with the UN Office of Human Rights, according to the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet's office.

"The welcome releases of 62 prisoners by the government of Venezuela is a significant step in the right direction," Bachelet's office said in a statement.

"This is a sign that the country is taking steps towards ensuring that all prisoners are treated fairly and humanely, and that the government is committed to respecting and protecting human rights," the statement said.

"We are pleased to see that the government of Venezuela has made a commitment to release all prisoners who have been detained for more than 60 days, and we call on the government to continue to take steps to ensure that all prisoners are treated fairly and humanely, and that their rights are respected and protected," the statement said.

"We also call on the government to ensure that all prisoners have access to legal assistance, and that they are able to communicate with their families and lawyers, and that they are able to seek medical attention, and that they are able to seek asylum if they have a fear of persecution."
Economic crisis: Does Pakistan need another peace treaty?

**Interviews**

The Supreme Court directed the federal government as well as provincial governments across the country to remove billboards from public places within six weeks and submit compliance reports. The court adjourned the case until October 6, 2023.
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Monsons bares ‘Duterte coalition’ in party-list registration

By Dody Alcazar

A TERSE coalition formed by Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio and Davao City Rep. Paolo “Pulong” Duterte has confirmed that a Duterte coalition will be presented in the 18th Congress to be another strong contender for the Speaker’s post in the House of Representatives and will continue to back the president’s legislative agenda.

The Duterte coalition and the Gabriela coalition “will be the primus inter pares (first among equals) of their respective cohorts,” said Laila Matar of Human Rights Watch.

“The Duterte coalition and the Gabriela coalition formation should be continuous with the Duterte administration,” she added.

Laciad, a third group, was also confirmed to be a politico-military coalition, but this was the only(party-list group) that the Duterte coalition was ready to address.
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N Korea may not seal a deal without sanctions relief

A new public broadside by North Korean officials against US-locked sanctions highlights the tough road ahead as negotiations open for talks on the future of the group's meeting between US President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un.

Media reports out of Washington have suggested the Trump administration is preparing to pull back on its previously stated goal of dismantling at least part of North Korea’s nuclear programme. Ahead of what would be the first significant direct talks since Trump and Kim failed to reach a deal at a summit in February, US officials are reportedly considering that North Korea give up the so-called “proven status” of nuclear weapons, thus avoiding further talks on sanctions.

The belief that sanctions cannot be reversed is so strong that the US may settle for a “de facto de-escalation” and talk about “a smaller deal than a big deal.”

But unless Washington sticks to its stance of no sanctions relief, even a smaller deal may be hard to seal.

“Are our state is not a country that will surrender to the US in any way,” North Korea’s Foreign Minister, Ri Yong-ho, said last week.

A report this week by the North Korea Risk Group concluded that US sanctions have “created a discordant policy environment” that would prove deeply problematic for both leaders at this stage.

The New York Times quoted a US official who said the idea had been “suggested” by national security adviser John Bolton who said the idea had been “suggested” by Iran’s supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.

“The tricky thing here is not that there would be a lack of support for such a move,” a US official told The New York Times. “The tricky thing here is that there would be a lack of support for such a move.”

But unless the US decides sanctions are on the table, even a smaller deal promises to be a herculean task in terms of volume, as the US believed sanctions put in place under UN resolutions since 2017.

Unclear, however, is whether the US would be willing to give up the counter-sanctions that it has imposed on North Korea. While the US has imposed sanctions on North Korea’s financial sector, it has also imposed sanctions that have hit North Korea’s petro-dollar earnings, among other sanctions.

In an age of unprecedented access to technologies and information, the US may struggle to ensure that all aspects of the agreement are adhered to, as they have done in the past.

By Alexander Borshchov

The US and South Korean governments announced Friday that the special summit in Seoul on March 10 will be a key step in the implementation of the joint statement signed by the two leaders in the April summit.

North Korea has made “a small step” in its commitment to denuclearization, South Korea’s National Intelligence Service head, Suh In-guk, said last week. This is “the first step in the right direction,” South Korea’s president, Moon Jae-in, said last week.

The US administration, in its statement, said that an agreement to dismantle North Korea’s nuclear programme was “a small step” towards denuclearization. But the US administration also said that it was “a small step” towards denuclearization.

By Kim Won-ho

The US administration on Friday said it would continue to support the government of South Korea in its efforts to denuclearize North Korea.

The administration said it was “a small step” towards denuclearization. But the US administration also said that it was “a small step” towards denuclearization.
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A digital path to health for all

By Alan Arts and Steve Doran

Technology, we can help people stay healthy, connected and informed for them to get rich. We can make reimbursement systems that work by attracting intelligent AI – everyone into the world of health. And the most critical thing is that we put our digital path for the world. And the digital path for the world.

In many respects, the world’s health has a digital path to health for all. It’s also about developing global health. And the digital path for the world.

We see these opportunities in terms of the solutions to health problems, and in particular for developing countries.

Understanding – and, where possible, offering support and resources to those in need – is a critical aspect of any digital path to health for all. But it is a combination of digital, data and technology that will help us make a digital path to health for all.

And the digital path for the world.

In our view, digital health is the most efficient, cost-effective way for Bassoon to provide healthcare to people in remote or underserved areas, thereby reducing the length of care for those in need. Digital health can help bridge gaps in care by providing access to information and resources, thereby improving health outcomes for all.

For more information on digital health, please visit the Digital Health website at https://digitalhealth.org.

Dive into the Octopus

In the spirit of the Octopus, signature 24 of the G20 is unenforced (a digital path to health for all).

The Octopus is a symbol of foreign policy, even as states retain the freedom to determine their own public policies.

1. Transparency and reciprocity in access to the Octopus.
2. Compliance with the OCTA framework.
3. The prohibition of non-communicable disease.
4. The possibility of an establishment of a digital path to health for all.
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Alfardan Jewellery lauds QNTC’s efforts to develop tourism industry

Tamauq collaborates with Qatar STEM school to encourage innovation

T eam A&M University of Qatar (T AMU-Q) opened in January this year, the first college-level university in Qatar, with the Qatar Science & Technology Park (QSTP) on its doorstep. The university is affiliated with Texas A&M University, the world-renowned research institution, and follows the same rigorous academic standards. As a part of its efforts to support Qatar’s National Vision 2030, the university offers a wide range of academic programs that are designed to prepare students for the global workforce. The university is committed to fostering a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship among its students.

The opening of the new STEM school is a significant milestone in the university’s efforts to promote STEM education in Qatar. The school is expected to attract students from all over the country, providing them with a comprehensive education in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. The school will offer a variety of programs, including dual degrees with Texas A&M University, allowing students to earn a degree from both Qatar and the United States.

The new STEM school will also serve as a hub for innovation and entrepreneurship, with a focus on developing students’ skills in areas such as robotics, coding, and design. The school will provide students with opportunities to work on real-world projects, with the goal of preparing them for success in the global job market.
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